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About This Game

“Vodka” is a social game .

Consider it as a literary work, which will tell you about harm of this drink.

Don’t drink vodka – play “Vodka”!
Our main character, Boris, goes into Earth orbit to defeat a horde of enemies, but he has only a bottle of russian vodka as a

weapon. Real hero!
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 Features :

- Russian spirit and nice soundtrack by Classican and NeoCoda
- Old school pixel art made with love

- Great amount of fun enemies (all that you can see when you drunk)
- Many bonuses and exciting events, such as : DUCKocalypse, pirates ivasion, food revenge and so on

- 5 hardest bosses, based on Russian folk tales
- Steam integration (achievements, Steam cloud, community items)

- 40 degrees of alcohol directly on your monitor

To community:

Feel free to give us feedback : write your opinion/advices/ideas in community hub
This is really important thing for us, lets make this game better!
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Title: VODKA
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
CharlieH
Publisher:
CharlieH
Release Date: 28 Dec, 2017
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English,Russian
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Very fun!
But I want to download the soundtrack... I want it so much. Its soundtrack is genius.. i get to support a cool guys channel and
play a cool game. cool. 10\/10 would "play" again. \u041f\u043e\u0434 \u0432\u043e\u0434\u043a\u0443
\u0441\u043e\u0439\u0434\u0451\u0442!. The best 1\u20ac i spent on vodka. this game is the best joke game ever the music is
great

also its hard. world war 3 looks pretty nice
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I have to say, it hit a little close to home when Steam suggested that I play Vodka, a Space Invaders-esque wave shooter by
Russian developer Charlie H. Not only was the game called Vodka, but the store page also advertised that it would \u201ctell you
about the harm of this drink\u201d, which was more than a little patronising. Thanks Charlie, I think we already get it.

Presumably unlike most of the people whose reviews I read on Vodka, I went into the experience totally sober, and as a result the
game in no way surprised me. I can\u2019t say that a glance through Charlie\u2019s other titles didn\u2019t influence my view
going in (Shake Your Money Simulator 2016, Super Duper Flying Genocide 2017), but I tried to keep my opinions largely objective,
and I can say without a shred of doubt that Vodka in no way differentiates itself from its predecessors in terms of quality or
memehood.

It is at least an actual video game. Killing enemies gives you money, money lets you buy upgrades, upgrades let you kill enemies
more effectively. It\u2019s perfectly functional, but if we\u2019re going to start giving out awards for that, I think we have to sit
down and have a good, hard think about what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 we\u2019re actually doing using Steam in this
day and age.

Vodka is clearly satire of something. It\u2019s hard to say what - it could ostensibly be making fun of anything from the
competence of the Russian military (they deployed a 2D image of \u201890s Linda Perry to defend against invaders) to
Americans in general. You just can\u2019t tell, because all I\u2019m seeing is colours. If I know one thing about Vodka,
it\u2019s that the game is at least 40% hot \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing garbage (zing).. Good old games.. Not gonna lie,
worth the 69 cents, the only huge issue i have is that it gets hard to see things through the coins.. I actually recommend this game alot

Mainly becuse it gives that vibe of an old arcade style space shooter game
The game has alot of potential and cant wait for new stuff to be added

. For Slav Men..... 90000000000000000000000000\/10 mesterpines. 10 out of 10 simulations of colonization of space by
Russians.. The best game there is.
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